Pak Army killed 10,000 people in Narail alone

JESSORE, Feb. 14:—At least ten thousand innocent people including men, women and children were killed by the Pakistani occupation army and their collaborators in Narail, a sub-division of Jessore district, during the last nine months of liberation struggle in Bangladesh, reports BSS.

Mr. K. A. Hafiz MCA, told BSS Jessore based correspondent that the Pakistani occupation army had totally damaged or destroyed about seventy per cent houses and sixty per cent head of cattle during the last nine months in Narail—about four and a half thousand men of various walks of life were lifted by Pakistan Army and their hordes. The Pak Army took them to different concentration camps and subsequently killed them. The bodies were thrown into river Chittra.

Mr. Hafiz further said that fortyeight villages were wiped out. Scientifically almost all schools of the subdivision had been burnt by Pakistan Army and their hordes, he said.
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